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Pictures of Anna Larsen and her Family

Anna Larsen’s mother, Liz Larsen was married to the famous Chess GM Jorge “Bent” Larsen.  Bent 
Larsen is not Anna’s biological father.  I do not know her father’s real name because he was an actual 
spy - probably MI6 and/or CIA connected, and assigned to be part of the Larsen entourage.  The 
earliest picture in the chronological sequence is from a photo ID of a cover he assumed in Argentina 
prior to his time with the Larsens.

The name on the card is Noises Mendel Najordof.   The date on the card is 1950 but the nature of his 
cover makes it impossible to say when the card was actually issued or the year in which the photo was 
taken.  The presence of “Mendel” in the cover name may indicate that he was selected with the plan of 
producing children based on some favorable genetic attributes.

The following picture shows Mr. Najdorf in half profile alongside Bent Larsen at the board, staring 
intently observing other activities in the chess arena (The book “KGB plays Chess” describes many 
USSR activities related to chess events) - 



I do not know Liz Larsen’s maiden name.  She was raised as an educated, working class British girl in 
the London area.  She was apparently recruited to “Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band” (and wrote
the lyrics about that 20 years later) in the later 1940s.  She expected to find a regular husband, but 
Larsen was apparently “in the game” at that point in his life, and she was disappointed – expressing 
that in her editing of books such as Kurt Vonnegut’s “Sirens of Titan”.

The first picture I have of Liz, Anna’s mother, alongside Larsen, dates to 1965:



This picture comes from a page Anna put together on chess.com showing spouses of famous Chess 
Grandmasters.  A copy can be downloaded here: 
http://www.mediafire.com/file/915pu4hfvhx14a9/GM_Marriages.mht

The following picture, from 1968, shows Liz pregnant with Anna: 

A few months after this photo, Liz and Najdorf left Europe to come to North America.  I believe that 
Anna was born in Nova Scotia Canada in late Oct. or early Nov. of 1968.  The picture taken from web 
page put together by Lars Grahn: http://larsgrahn.blogspot.com/2014/03/sista-dansen-med-lizzie.html

Liz was one of the premier ghost editors of her day.  Anna is the premier ghost editor of her era. She 
began doing that full time in early Sept. 1976.   A lot of special circumstantial and CIA/spy type factors
contributed to that early start.  She has been a  slave constantly working since that time.

The next picture, with Anna in sunglasses, dates from 1992:

http://www.mediafire.com/file/915pu4hfvhx14a9/GM_Marriages.mht


The youth pictured with Anna was also an unofficial CIA asset, originally from Soviet Georgia.  I don’t
know whether or not he volunteered.   I moved into my current home in May 2012 and the CIA sent 
him to move into a house across the street in Nov. 2012, where he resided until the end of July 2013, 
when I visited the FBI and all hell broke lose.  My friends at chessgames.com were able to 
communicate with me that they could watch me from the ADT security camera installed in the front of 
his house.

The following two pictures use a photo of Anna from roughly year 2000 in an advertisement made 
sometime later than that:



The photo above, of Anna working at a computer (her photo is superimposed over other unrelated 
people in a different photo), dates from sometimes between 2008-2012.

In the next picture, Anna has photoshopped a picture of herself from Summer of 2012 into a recent 
article in the Economist - she is on the far right, again in sunglasses:

The original article is here: http://www.economist.com/blogs/economist-explains/2017/02/economist-
explains-0

http://www.economist.com/blogs/economist-explains/2017/02/economist-explains-0
http://www.economist.com/blogs/economist-explains/2017/02/economist-explains-0


The following image dates to 2015, showing Anna in profile, wearing a visor:

 Anna actually does were a special CIA created visor as the computer screen that she sees while she 
works.  It is not the same or closely related to the product in the article, found here: 
http://mashable.com/2016/01/16/hololens-battery-life/#9Bu.5cAuzuqj

The following picture, drawn by Anna, was used as an avatar on Chess.com – it symbolizes her in the 
inclusion of bat (Intel) connection, folds over her right eye (see “ITT”), and she is bending down, 
because she is spending most of her time working on the lower level hull of a commercial fishing boat. 
The picture of Liz on the train is taken from an article entitled “Who would marry a grandmaster” that 
was posted to chess.com by Anna as “Batgirl”.

http://mashable.com/2016/01/16/hololens-battery-life/#9Bu.5cAuzuqj



